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What Is Gold Rush?
Gold Rush is the Preston Smith Library’s record of all journal holdings, both online and print. It is a database integrated with the library’s cataloging system, providing links to full-text resources currently under license by the library. As a search engine which searches journals, it does not immediately provide individual articles as results. Rather it is a tool for manually searching through individual journals which can then be linked to indexed resources.

Where Can I Find Gold Rush?
Gold Rush can be linked to from the library’s homepage (ttuhsc.libguides.com/homepage). Click the second tab down on the left-hand side of the page labeled “eJournals (Gold Rush)” to get to the Gold Rush front page.

Search Gold Rush by the name of the journal or browse the journals indexed A-Z.

Gold Rush often provides results in addition to the desired journal, even when the specific title is entered. Using the exact title of the journal (in quotations if needed) can limit your search results to a more manageable number where the desired journal is likely to be. Note that all results provided will be indexed within the TTUHSC catalog.
Contact the library’s Reference Services (ttuhsc.libguides.com/reference) or choose the chat widget with accompanying email options. Or you can contact one of the Reference Librarians at the numbers listed below.

REFERENCES LIBRARIANS
Peggy Edwards - 806-743-2212
Daniel Stuart - 806-743-6986
Margaret Vugrin - 806-743-2241
Micah Walsleben - 806-743-2211

What if a journal is under an embargo?

An “embargo” is a designated period of time during which a publisher will not make the journal’s articles freely available. Embargoes may be as short as a few months or longer than two years. Once the embargo period has passed, the articles from these traditional journals may then be freely accessed like open access journals.

The Journal Title page provides identification info for the journal. Additionally it offers links to the full-text resources, both online and print, with the dates intervals for availability. Often multiple online portals will be available for the same journal. This is because the library has contracts with different vendors who may offer access in different periods. Highlighted text often corresponds to important holdings information such as the current availability of full-text articles.

When linked to online holdings, the page opening shows the vendor (Ovid in this case) which facilitates the journal subscription. The journal’s bibliographic information with indexed volumes and issues can be manually navigated to retrieve full-text articles.

*Remember that Gold Rush is only a database of journals and is a citation tool only in this regard. Do not use Gold Rush when you are searching for a specific article or topic.